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Customizations Panasonic has three
different types of wall plates for the
Denon Denon AVH-P12 to replace the
standard white wall plates installed in
the rackmount AVH-P12 cabinet. A
factory default plate is preinstalled on
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each front panel of the AVH-P12 and a
standard white plastic plate for the front
panel is inserted into a door but will
detach upon removal of the door. The
third option is a full-color leafplate,
which is fully cut and made from
translucent acrylic rather than a
standard white plastic plate. The
leafplate can be customized to any color
by selecting it from the large range of
colors available. The leafplate itself will
cost $10 per piece as opposed to the
standard white plastic. Optional
equipment Panasonic's AVH-P2000
and AVH-P12D are able to accept
optional equipment from the
manufacturer. The AVH-P2000 can
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receive USB hard drive systems, one of
the first aftermarket products to gain
this ability. AVH-P2000 A 100 GB
hard drive can be installed and will be
displayed to the user on the front panel.
An HDMI port can also be connected to
the system. Connecting an HDMI cable
is recommended, though the hard drive
can also operate on a USB cable. AVHP12D A 100 GB hard drive is available.
But it can be expanded up to 6 TB (or
6,000 GB) and displayed to the user on
the front panel. A BDP-X26 DVR
system for the AVH-P2000 will be
available. The system will be able to
record via both SD and HD channels. It
also includes an optical input and an
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HDMI input. There will be an HDMI
output. DMT-X24D DVR A DVR with
a TFT color LCD screen. It operates on
both SD and HD channels and records
via both one and two tuner
configurations. Storage media For the
AVH-P2000, the manufacturer offers a
choice of three external hard drives as
an alternative to their internal hard
drive. The two drives are USB (solidstate) and optical. Drive pricing varies.
External The following links are to the
external hard drives offered as an
option for the AVH-P2000: 3.5" USB Model BD-W222 3.5" USB - Model
HG-BZ40 8.5 82138339de
http://geniyarts.de/?p=9088
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